Some examples of three-dimensional metrics of constant curvature defined by the solutions of nonlinear integrable differential equations and their generalizations are constructed. The properties of Riemann extensions of the metrics of constant curvature are studied. The connection with the theory of normal Riemann spaces are discussed.
Introduction
The metrics of constant curvature are defined by a following condition on a curvature tensor R ijkl − λ (g ik g jl − g il g jk ) = 0.
(1)
In the case of diagonal metric A(x, y, z) +
The solutions of full system of equations (2-7) depends from the values of λ and are important in geometry of 3-dimensional spaces.
Remark that first three equations do not depend from the parameter λ and their solutions are common for all possible cases of the equations described the metrics of the spaces of constant curvature.
The system of equations (2-4) as example of exactly integrable system of multidimensional equations was discovered in the work of author ( [1] ) and have been studied in ( [2] - [3] ) together with their applications at the problem of three-orthogonal system of surfaces in a RP 3 and R 3 spaces.
2 The space of zero curvature λ = 0
The properties of the spaces of curvature λ = 0 in diagonal metrics have been studied in ( [4] ).
Here we consider the metric in non diagonal form ( [5] )
with some functions l(x, z) and m(x, z). The condition on the curvature tensor R ijkl = 0 for the metric (8) lead to the relations
and
which are equivalent the system of equations for the functions l(x, z) and m(x, z)
So we can formulate the following Theorem 1 There is exists a class of 3-dimensional flat metrics defined by the solutions of the system of equations (9) (10) .
Remark that the first equation of the system is the famous KdV-equation and this fact may be used for studying of the properties of orthogonal metrics.
Let us consider some examples.
Remark 1 In the simplest case three-dimensional metrics of zero curvature look as
where the function l(x, z) is solution of classical KdV-equation
In particular the functions
give us the examples of such type of metrics.
In spite of the fact that the determinant of the metric do not depends from the function l(x, z) it is possible to distinguish the properties of metrics with the help of eigenvalue equation for the Laplace operator defined on the 1-forms
A(x, y, z) = A i (x, y, z)dx i .
It has the form
The solutions of this system are dependent from the eigenvalues λ and characterize the properties of corresponding flat metrics. 
Remark 2 In theory of varieties the Chern-Simons characteristic class is constructed from a matrix gauge connection
A i jk as W (A) = 1 4π 2 d 3 xǫ ijk tr 1 2 A i ∂ j A k + 1 3 A i A j A k .
This term can be translated into three-dimensional geometric quantity by replacing the matrix connection
For the metric (8) we find the quantity
Using this formulae for the first example one get
For the second example this quantity is
3 The metrics of nonzero curvature λ = 0
The metric of the space of positive curvature λ = 1 is defined by
The metric of the space of negative curvature λ = −1 is defined by
Starting from these expressions it is possible to get more general examples of the metrics of constant curvature.
For example, the substitution
into the system (2)- (7) and integration of corresponding equations for the functions u(z) and v(z) give us the metric
The substitution
into the system (2)- (7) and integration of corresponding equations lead to the metrics
with the function A(x, y, z) in form
The Chern-Simons invariant of orthogonal 3-dimensional metrics with conditions (2)- (4) As it is follows from (14) the class of 3-dimensional orthogonal metrics with vanishing Chern-Simons invariant is defined by the condition
(15) The metrics of the form ds 2 = 2E(x, y, z)dxdy + dz 2 are the metrics of constant curvature if the function E(x, y, z) is defined by
where
after the substitution F (x, y) = exp(U (x, y)).
Last equation is the famous Liouville equation with general solution
The Chern-Simons invariant for this example of metrics is
Let us consider the metrics of the form
The conditions (1) lead to the linear system of equations 
An examples of essentially three-dimensional metrics
We consider a family of three-dimensional metrics in form
The conditions (1) for a such metrics lead to a following system of equations Let us consider an example. For the sake of simplicity we present the metric in equivalent form
where the function u(x, y, z) is determined from the condition u(x, y, z) = arccos(B(x, y, z)).
A system of equations for the function B(x, y, z) grade at that into more simple system on the function u(x, y, z) .
Its integration at the condition λ = 1/4 lead to the metric
where f (x), h(y) are arbitrary functions. The Ricci tensor of this case has a form
The Chern-Simons invariant of this metric equal to zero.
Remark 3
The absolute value of curvature λ = 1/4 is special in theory of Riemann manifolds and is connected with the theory of manifolds with pinched curvature.
5 The Rieman extensions of the spaces of constant curvature λ = ±1, 0
The space with diagonal metrics has a following coefficients of connections
A(x, y, z) ,
,
Using these expressions we introduce a six-dimensional metric
where ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ψ 3 are an additional coordinates ( [7] )-( [10] ). The Ricci tensor of the metric (17) is vanished at the conditions (2-7), λ = 0, and the Riemann tensor 6 R ijkl = 0 in this case also is vanished. So after the Rieman extension of the flat 3-dimensional diagonal metric λ = 0 with help of the coefficients (16) we get a six-dimensional flat 6 R ijkl = 0 space having the signature [+ + + − −−]. The Ricci tensor of the metric (1) at the conditions (2-7) has the components
and corresponding space in the case λ = ±1 is symmetric space with conditions on the curvature tensor
It is remarkable fact that after the Riemann extension of the space of constant curvature one get symmetric space.
Theorem 2 The Riemann extension of 3-dimensional space of constant curvature is a six-dimensional symmetric space
6 R ijkl;m = 0.
The proof of this statement can be checked by direct calculations.
Remark 4
In the case Γ for the spaces with λ = −1. 
For such form of connection coefficients we get the generalization of the Darboux system of equations
∂ 2 ∂y∂z A(x, y, z) = ∂ ∂z B(x, y, z) ∂ ∂y A(x, y, z) B(x, y, z) + ∂ ∂y C(x, y, z) ∂ ∂z A(x, y, z) C(x, y, z) + +2 ∂ (B(x, y, z)C(x, y, z)) ∂x , ∂ 2 ∂x∂z B(x, y, z) = ∂ ∂z A(x, y, z) ∂ ∂x B(x, y, z) A(x, y, z) + ∂ ∂x C(x, y, z) ∂ ∂z B(x, y, z) C(x, y, z) + +2 ∂ (A(x, y, z)C(x, y, z)) ∂y ,(19)
The normal Riemann spaces
The notion of normal Riemann space was introduced first by Eisenhart. Their properties have been studied in ( [11] ). In 3-dimensional case principal curvatures K i satisfy the system of equations
The relations between the systems of Darboux equations (2)- (4) and the system (20) were established first in ( [12] ).
Theorem 3
The system of equations (20) 
